Partners to the Foundry Industry

KERAMIDA helps foundry clients achieve economic growth in an increasingly competitive global market.

What Differentiates KERAMIDA?

Depth of Foundry knowledge
• Grey Iron, Steel, Ductile Iron, Aluminum, Brass, other Non-ferrous.

A Powerhouse of Talented Professionals
• Over 25 years of experience in serving foundries.

Full Life-Cycle of Services
• From greenfield permitting, health and safety training, auditing, due diligence, plant improvements, generate efficiencies, plant decommissioning, plant demolition, no further action status for redevelopment, and more.

Permitting Expertise
• We have unparalleled experience permitting several brand new foundries in the USA.

Green Manufacturing Processes
• KERAMIDA co-owned Technikon Inc., a Green Manufacturing Foundry, which conducted over 10 years of research funded by the U.S. Dept. of Defense to assist foundries in reducing emissions through material substitutions, metals research, and new casting technologies.

Our professionals' unique understanding of environmental and health & safety issues, carbon footprints, technologies, risks, regulations, strategies and foundry processes together with our more than 25 years of experience in iron, steel, aluminum and brass foundries are an asset to our foundry clients.